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Nmrinu,—It is uncertain (says the 
Minn Poet) whit country first used ne wi
pe rs. U the days of Jesses I., in Eag- 

Isnd, news vi 
smell quarto 1
p-rsenred in tl _ _________
Vew. net of BoUmnd, of the date of 161», 
and printed by N. Newbury: and there 
era others of the date of MHO, 1681, 1688- 
In 1688, these quarto issues were convert
ed into a

to mahe them fall into his body.
Arago supposes that

The appearance of the long-tailed streo- the comet of 1680, which approached so 
near the body of the sun, must hare passed 
nearer to his surface at that time than at its 
preceding apparition. ; that the decrease in 
the dimension, of the orbit will continue on 
each succeeding return to its point of peri
helion ; and that "il will fmeieeti i/s ce- 
rter bo fatting upon Ik* ton " But he ae- 
hnowWgea that from our ignorance ofthe 
Tarions strata of the sun’s atmosphere, of 
that of the comet of 1660, and of the time 
of its revolution, it will be impossible to 
calculate after how many ages this extra
ordinary event is to happen ; ’ and he lihe- 
wise admits that “ the annals of astronomy, 
do not aftbrd-any reason to suppose the pre
vious occurrence of such an event since the 
origin of historical record so that we 
have no direct evidence that such an event 
has ever taken place, or that it ever will. 
We know too little of the physical constitu
tion of the sen, and of the nature of comets, 
to he able to assert that the falling of a 
comet into the sun would actually recruit 
the luminous matter of which his outer sur
face it composed ; for we have reason to 
believe that there is little or no analogy 
between the mode in which we supply our 
fires by means of fagots, and that by which 
the solar light is recruited and preserved 
in its pristine vigour ; and besides, it is 
found that bodies, particularly in certain 
electric states, may be rendeied luminous 
without the addition of any extraneous body 
to their substance..
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made on Biela’s comet, confirmed the the
ory of Hevelius. Sometimes the tufts of 
carnet, occupy an immense space in the 
heavens. That of the comet of 1680, was 
estimated at 118,000,600 of miles. Sir 
W Herechell estimated the length ofthe 
tail ofthe great comet, which appeared in 
1811, at 100,000,000 of miles, a space lar
ger than the whole distance between the 
earth and the sun. lu breadth was calcu
lated at about 16,000,000 of miles. Philo
sophers have differed in relation to these 
long trains of light. Tycho Brahe suppos
ed them to be the light of the sun trans
mitted through the nucleus of the comet, 
which he believed to be transparent like a 
lens. Kepler thought that the impulsion of 
the solar rays drove away the denser parts 
of the comet’s atmosphere, and thus formed 
the tail. Sir Isaac Newton supposed it to 
he a thin vapour raised by the boat of the 
sun from the comet. Dr. Hamilton thought 
ft to be a stream of electric matter. If, 
says Dr. Dirk, these trains consist of va
pour raised from the comet, why should 
this vapour extend to such a prodigious 
length through space i and why should ft be 
illuminated! nrough fts whole extent? . The 
most splendid comet of modern times was 
that of 1680. lu tail reached from the 
zenith to the horizon, an extent of90 de
grees When nearest the sun, it was cal
culated to have been within 160, 000 miles 
of bis surface, and iU rate of motion at 
that time was computed at about a million 
of miles an hour. The period ef its revo
lution round the sun was calculated at 675 
years, so that ft will not again visit this 
part ofthe system until A. D. 8365.

A curious question is discussed in the 
"Celestial Scenery,” namely, whether a 
comet may ever come in contact with the 
earth, and produce a concussion. Dr. Dick 
says that as comets move in orbits, which 
form extremely elongated ellipses; as they 
move in all imaginable directions ; as they 
traverse almost every part of the solar sys
tem in returning from the furthest verge of 
their excursions; as they penetrate within 
the interior of the planetary orbits—even 
within the orbit of Mercury—and cross the 
orbits of the earth and the other planets, ft 
is not impossible that a comet may come in 
contact with our globe. An apprehension 
of such an event produced a considerable 
degree of alarm on the Continent at differ
ent periods, particularly in 1773 and 1833, 
as formerly stated. But when we consider 
the immense cubical space occupied by the 
planetary system in which the comets move, 
and compare ft with the small capacities of 
these bodies; and when we take into view 
certain mathematical calculations in refer
ence to the subject, the probability of a 
shock from a comet is extremely small. 
••Let us suppose,” says Arago, “a comet 
of which we only know that at its perihelion, 
it is nearer the sun than we are, and that 
its diameter if oneftnrlk of that of the 
earth, the calculation of probabilities shops 
that of 861,000,0110 of chances there is 
only ode unfavourable ; there exists but one 
which can produce a collision between the 
two bodies. As for the nebulosity, in fts 
moat general dimensions, the unfavourable 
changes will be from ten to twenty in the 
same number of two hundred and eighty- 
one millions. Admitting then, for a mo
ment, that the comets which may strike the 
earth with their nuclua would anihilate the 
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feet baft. She has lately
principal and accessory. There is a parlour, 
bed-rooms with beds, billiard-room, kitchen, 
office, a cellar, ice-house, kc. ; in one word 
all the elegance and the comfort, lhe use
ful and the agreeable of a dwelling the 
most complete, and the most rich. It is 
very long, and, like all French cars, very 
wide. It is made so that it can be trans
formed from one set of wheels to another, 
though that seems of no importance, since 
the road, of France are all, 1 believe, ofthe 
same wide guage. This travelling hotel 
has cost its proprietor about fifty thousand 
francs, and is at this moment attracting 
great attention at the depot of the Orleans 
railway.

Orivu Eating in Chins.—The extent 
of the degradation which lhe use of opium 
entails will be apparent when we say, that 
not in exceptionally brutal cases, but in 
very numerous and regularly recurring 
instances, opium smokers, after running 
through all their property and becoming 
bankrupt in means reputation, scruple 
not to secure a prolonged term of enjoy
ment (for we have heard one confess “ with
out opium, lib is nothing,”) by selling their 
sons as slaves, their wives and daughters 
as slaves or prostitutes, and, horrible to 
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SUBJECTS FOB DISCUSSION.

Among the varied subjects for study and 
discussion relative to the Temperance Re
form, the following are deemed to be, at the 
present time, worthy of especial atten
tion :—

1. The necessity of wise, just and effec
tual laws for the suppression of the sale of 
intoxicating drinks. Are such laws consis
tent with the principles of right and justice? 
And in suppressing the sale, as a beverage, 
is ft necessary or desirable to attempt to 
rtgnlalt the sale for other and lawful pur
poses?

8. The extent to which prohibition may 
be carried. Is the right of any Govern
ment to prohibit the sale of intoxicating 
drinks an arbitrary right, or is it founded in 
reason?

3. The duty and responsibility of legis
lators, and of executive and judicial officers. 
If legislators, whose oath of office requires 
them to take care of the moral as well as 
the pecuniary welfare of the Country, dis
regard the claims of humanity, and make 
no provision for the removal 6f the evils of 
intemperance, are they not morally res
ponsible for the continuance of those evils? 
And may not executive and judicial officers, 
by neglect of duty, make themselves equally

4. The duty of gospel ministers to preach 
the whole truth on this subject, as they may 
find ft by careful study of the Bible, and to 
urge upon the members of their churches 
and congregations the importance of con
forming their principles and conduct to the 
teachings of the Holy Scriptures, as those 
teachings are illustrated and confirmed by 
the providences of " *
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—They can, and they will grow and produce 
well, if rightly dealt with. A gentleman 
writes to the Main* Farmer that be witnes
sed an experiment of a person who worked 
on a farm of the late P. Tallmon. He plant
ed a field of potatoes in the fall, just before 
the ground froze. la the spring following.
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Favaa at New Oblxans.—The Board 
of Health report the deaths for the week 
ending September 3d, to have been nine 
hundred and fifty-five; by yellow fever eight 
hundred and four. The whole number of 
deaths since the 38th of May has been nine 
thousand five hundred and forty-four, of 
which seven thousand two hundred and 
thirteen were by yellow fever. The fever

kept them free from weeds, and in theLATH.
month of June.(they were probably an 
early variety,) he bAan to dig them. They 
sold readily for a dollar a bushel. He bad 
an abundant crop, and sold five hundred 
bushels at that prioe. To make the thing 
go, it mast he requisite that dry ground be 
selected, lor potatoes will not bear water. 
Perhaps, too, it would be need fill to cover 
the hiUs with leaves, strew, or some mul-
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beginning to attack the more wealthy 
lions of the community; several promi-ching substance; but of this we are not 

carta*. Try ft, friends, on a small scale.
New Plan or Hat Vzntilatino.—We 

Observe in a foreign journal that a London 
tradesman has taken out a patent lor a new 
sort of hat, with ventilation in the side, of 
the crown, near the hand, and not by a hole 
ia the tap. Balfeeas Is f

SSSSfJMSF, portions
the inevitable coaaeqeeuoo ef the white 
ball being produced at the first drawing.”

Another question ia discussed by the 
same writer, namely—whether any noreel 
baa ever fallen into the nun. It was, he 
saya, the eplaten of Sir Isaac Newton,
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